
Memorandum 
From the office of 

Chairman Bob Stump 
Arizona Corporation Commission 

1200 W. WASHINGTON 
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 

(602) 542-3935 
FAX: (602) 542-0752 

TO: Docket Control 

DATE: July 25,201 3 

FROM: Trisha Morgan, Executive Aide 

SUBJECT: Comment Letters 
Arizona Public Service Company E-01 345A-13-0248 

Chairman Stump’s office has received 82 significantly identical computer generated email 
communications regarding net metering. Attached is a sample of the email received. Be advised 
these letters were not distributed but that they are in the original file in Docket Control and 
available for your review, 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Marc and Norma Brown 
<spudly9685@aol.com> 
Wednesday, July 24, 2013 8:05 AM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Marc and Norma Brown 
1125 E Redfield Rd 
Phoenix, AZ 85022-4353 
(602) 375-1877 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Richard Resnick 
<dude@ rickresnick.com > 
Thursday, July 25, 2013 7:39 AM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul25,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is  an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Richard Resnick 
2461 Hano Trl 
Flagstaff, AZ 86005-3622 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Pat Ross ~cats2doz@msn.com~ 
Thursday, July 25, 2013 6:41 AM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul25,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

I Sincerely, 

Ms. Pat Ross 
10589 E Ralph Alvarez PI 
Tucson, AZ 85747-5886 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org > on behalf of Samuel Markham 
<sammarkham@aol.com> 
Thursday, July 25, 2013 6:40 AM 

Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul25,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

Please support solar energy for Arizona, especially roof-top Solar. 

Arizona could be a leader in this field. 

It makes economic sense. 

Don't cripple the fledgling industry. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Samuel Markham 
10560 E Deerfield PI 
Tucson, AZ 85749-8135 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Chandra Hershey-Lear 
< red.cedar@mac.com> 
Thursday, July 25, 2013 691 AM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul25,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Mrs. Chandra Hershey-Lear 
5665 N Camino Miraval 
Tucson, AZ 85718-4101 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Dyane Welt 
< onawing @cox.net > 
Thursday, July 25, 2013 6:lO AM 

Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul25,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
I protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

I Since re I y, 

1 
I Ms. Dyane Welt 
I 201 W Wood Dr 

Phoenix, AZ 85029-1852 
(602) 863-0493 
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I Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Gail Schuessler 
< gschuessler@ya hoo.com > 
Thursday, July 25, 2013 5:37 AM 
Stu mp-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul25,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting a'nd promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Gail Schuessler 
2025 E 3rd S t  
Tucson, AZ 85719-5104 
(520) 622-4344 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Laurie Jurs 
< planetjurs@mac.com > 
Thursday, July 25, 2013 2:08 AM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul25,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St.  
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Si nce re I y, 

Ms. Laurie Jurs 
3550 W Calle Uno 
Green Valley, AZ 85622-5311 
(520) 625-8808 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Sheri Brennan 
< bshianne@ hotmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 11:37 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul25,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

I Mrs. Sheri Brennan 
5635 W Villa Theresa Dr 
Glendale, AZ 85308-7246 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Gail Fritschi <jrste@yahoo.com> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 10:37 PM 
Stump- Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jut 25,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Since re I y, 

Mrs. Gail Fritschi 
~ 19117 N 84th Dr 

Peoria, AZ 85382-8730 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Tony Gioia 
< tonygioia-@ rnsn.com > 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 10:lO PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul25,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Tony Gioia 
PO Box 464 
Camp Verde, AZ 86322-0464 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of tom ferguson 
<tom-ferguson@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 10:09 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul25,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

I am writing because I am astounded by what I am hearing about. Our state should be leading the nation (really,the 
world) in our development of rooftop solar electricity generation. Instead decision makers are making plans to hold us 
back even longer !? 
With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Our resource (abundant sunshine) should be fully utilized by allowing individual residents the ability to produce 
electricity from it and receive the fair market value for it. That would be the truest expression of the term "public 
utility". 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

I A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 

substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 

year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 

I 

i environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights 
and the interests of the citizens of our state by protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals l 

I being offered by APS. 
~ 

Thank you for considering my comments. 
I 
I 

~ Sincerely, 

1 Mr. tom ferguson 
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543 N Macdonald 
Mesa, AZ 85201-5017 
(480) 966-5418 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org > on behalf of Howard Johnson 
< hljmesa@yahoo.com> 
Wednesday, July 24, 2013 10:07 PM 
Stu mp-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul25,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Howard Johnson 
2329 N Recker Rd Unit 49 
Mesa, AZ 85215-2759 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org > on behalf of Dora Hernandez 
<dorahernandezart@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 24, 2013 9:40 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

To all members of The Corporation Commission, 

It is time that we out the citizens is AZ first and not the utilities companies. Please, help is do the right thing by 
facilitating the use if solar power rather than hindering it. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Dora Hernandez 
1004 W Palo Verde De 
Phoenix, AZ 85013 
(602) 495-0193 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Marcella Crane 
< mouseychic@gmail.com > 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 9:11 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Marcella Crane 
2902 W Gelding Dr 
Phoenix, AZ 85053-5898 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of N Sharron Ross < bikerossOll 
@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 9:09 PM 
Stump- Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is  distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Si nce re I y, 

N Sharron Ross 
PO Box 7414 
Tempe AZ 85281-0014 
Tempe, AZ 85281-0014 
(480) 239-4358 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Judy Robbins 
<jrfrzbee@yahoo.com> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 9:07 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Judy Robbins 
2243 W Windrose Dr 
Phoenix, AZ 85029-2636 
(602) 371-9774 
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I 
Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Karen Kravcov Malcolm 
< kkmalcolm@msn.com> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 9:06 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Karen Kravcov Malcolm 
30821 N 138th S t  
Scottsdale, AZ 85262-7932 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of David Melcer 
<dmel@sprintmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 8:42 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. David Melcer 
5811 E Paseo Busanic 
Tucson, AZ 85750-1704 
(520) 529-1899 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Richard Esquivel <resquivel3 
@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 815 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Richard Esquivel 
12529 N 83rd Ln 
Peoria, AZ 85381-5185 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Lainie Levick 
< lainiel@comcast.net> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 8:11 PM 

Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St.  
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Lainie Levick 
12120 E Snyder Rd 
Tucson, AZ 85749-9076 
(520) 760-2494 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Dawn Dyer <dawndyer44 
@q.com> 
Wednesday, July 24, 2013 7:43 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Dawn Dyer 
2478 Katchina Tr. 
Flagstaff, AZ 86005 
(928) 525-9277 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: Carol Landis <landis@cableone.net> 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: Protect Net Metering 
Attachments: Corporation Commissioner.pdf; ATT0000L.htm 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 8:06 PM 
Pierce-Web; Burns-Web; Stump-Web; Bittersmith-Web; RBurns-Web 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Please read our letter in support of net metering, thank you. 

Carol and James Landis 
landis@,cableone.net 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Paul Ganeles 
< mortganeles@comcast.net > 
Wednesday, July 24, 2013 7:20 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Si nce re I y, 

Mr. Paul Ganeles 
4500 E Sunrise Dr Apt Z 
Tucson, A2 85718-5345 
(520) 529-1261 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Loretta Herger 
<doggy@ royaloa kslife.net > 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 7:15 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar i s  a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Loretta Herger 
10015 W Royal Oak Rd Apt 330 
Sun City, A2 85351-3186 
(623) 977-9005 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Christopher Byrd <byrd777 
@hotmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 7:14 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Christopher Byrd 
2225 E Windsor Ave 
Phoenix, AZ 85006-1331 
(602) 736-9581 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Dennis Nolan <greenhill17 
@earthlink.net> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 7:07 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 

I protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

I Thank you for considering my comments. 

I Sincerely, 

Mr. Dennis Nolan 
13226 W Flagstone C t  
Sun City West, AZ 85375-3206 
(623) 792-8147 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Joseph Gebler 
<jbgebler@ hotmail.com > 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 6:42 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St.  
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Joseph Gebler 
2291 N Avenida Del Polen 
Green Valley, AZ 85614-4165 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Julie Viger 
<jvimviger@yahoo.com > 
Wednesday, July 24, 2013 6:42 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

WHY IS NEW JERSEY AHEAD OF ARIZONA IN SOLAR PRODUCTION??? 
SOMETHING IS WRONG WITH THAT PICTURE. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to  distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Viger 
PO Box 310 
Saint David, AZ 85630-0310 
(520) 212-8749 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Keith Kleber < kekleb@aol.com> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 6:40 PM 

Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, A2 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Since re I y, 

Mr. Keith Kleber 
8935 N Scenic Dr 
Tucson, AZ 85743-8787 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org > on behalf of Ronald Taylor 
< rgtayl@msn.com > 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 6:37 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company 'to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Ronald Taylor 
3556 N Tani Rd 
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314-8510 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Kathy Hinson 
<angelfishhinson@aol.com> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 6:15 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is  distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Miss Kathy Hinson 
1411 S Nielson S t  
Gilbert, AZ 85296-9712 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org > on behalf of Katy Gant 
< roxane.george@earthlink.net> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 6:09 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is  distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Katy Gant 
3281 W Lois Ln 
Flagstaff, AZ 86001-1064 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Eric & Cedra Spragett 
< elnced@cox.net > 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 6:08 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

I Sincerely, 

Mr. Eric & Cedra Spragett 
4035 E Bloomfield Rd 
Phoenix, AZ 85032-7411 
(602) 283-4700 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Jim Lawrence 
<jamesleelawrence@ya hoo.com> 
Wednesday, July 24, 2013 5:36 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St.  
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Jim Lawrence 
14881 W Larkspur Dr 
Surprise, AZ 85379-5956 
(623) 328-8494 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Asc Smith <asmith4610 
@msn.com> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 5:36 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St.  
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Asc Smith 
1351 N Pinecliff Dr Apt 154 
Flagstaff, AZ 86001-3414 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Peter Bengtson <mundo7111 
@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 24, 2013 507 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment . 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Peter Bengtson 
1280 E Paseo Pavon 
Tucson, AZ 85718-2812 
(520) 219-3507 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Crystal Rector 
<wispycrys@yahoo.com> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 5:07 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment . 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Mrs. Crystal Rector 
1348 E Clarendon Ave 
Phoenix, AZ 85014-5119 
(480) 678-0628 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Nancy Santori 
< nancyesan@yahoo.com> 
Wednesday, July 24, 2013 5:07 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, A2 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. This power is generated right 
in the neighborhood where it can be used, so APS doesn't incur the loss of power when it is transmitted long distances. 
It is, therefore, worth more than energy sold a t  wholesale rates. It is also worth far more than the cost of fuel used to 
run generators, since that infrastructure has already been paid for by users. Solar power generators pay for their own 
equipment. It would not be fair, and it doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the 
energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Nancy Santori 
102 E Briles Rd 
Phoenix, AZ 85085-2832 
(623) 780-4734 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Cheri Beauchamp-Hunt 
< cherisong @cox.net > 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 5:06 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Si nce re I y, 

Mrs. Cheri Beauchamp-Hunt 
10225 N 38th S t  
Phoenix, AZ 85028-4013 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Dona Laschiava 
< dslaschiava @comcast.net > 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 4:38 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, A2 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

, 
I Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

I Mrs. Dona Laschiava 

Tucson, AZ 85741-3929 
~ 4511 W Rockwood Dr 

I 

(520) 395-0646 
I 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Dona Laschiava 
<dslaschiava@comcast.net > 
Wednesday, July 24, 2013 4:38 PM 

Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Mrs. Dona Laschiava 
4511 W Rockwood Dr 
Tucson, AZ 85741-3929 
(520) 395-0646 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Alicyn Gitlin 
<alicyn.gitlin@sierraclub.org> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 4:37 PM 

Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Alicyn Gitlin 
421 N Sitgreaves S t  Apt 1 
Flagstaff, A2 86001-1589 
(520) 491-9528 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

, Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Paul Madarasz 
< pa u I.mada rasz@ g ma il.com > 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 4:37 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Paul Madarasz 
2662 N Alvernon Way Apt D205 
Tucson, AZ 85712-1719 
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Trisha A. Morgan I 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Robert Racine 
<netgain@cox.net, 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 4:07 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Robert Racine 
1643 W 5th St  
Mesa, A2 85201-5304 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Linda Schermer 
<Ischermer@yahoo.com> 
Wednesday, July 24, 2013 4:07 PM 
Stu mp-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St.  
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Linda Schermer 
500 Mountain Lilac Dr 
Sedona, A2 86336-7416 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Ronald Selig <anglico55 
@aol.com> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 4:07 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Ronald Selig 
6434 W Hazelwood S t  
Phoenix, AZ 85033-2006 
(623) 846-4346 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Carrie Darling 
<carrielynned@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 4:07 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Since re1 y, 

Ms. Carrie Darling 
I , 18032 N 2nd St  
I Phoenix, A2 85022-1508 , 
I 
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I Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org > on behalf of Lynn Demuth 
<Imdemuth@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 24, 2013 4:06 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Lynn Demuth 
2961 W Comstock Dr 
Chandler, AZ 85224-5708 
(480) 699-0237 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Harry Lumley 
<lumleyhw@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 24, 2013 3:37 PM 
Stu mp-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul 24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Harry Lumley 
5936 E Leisure Ln 
Cave Creek, A2 85331-9104 
(480) 474-4993 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Diane Welles 
<dianewelles@hotmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 12:38 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jut 24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

GO SOLAR! 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

~ Sincerely, 

Ms. Diane Welles 
95 Horse Canyon Dr 
Sedona, AZ 86351-8967 
(928) 638-1025 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club cinformation@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Jeffrey Miller 
ctsnpenguin@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 12:37 PM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul 24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

~ Mr. Jeffrey Miller 
I 
I 7398 S Pacific Willow Dr 
i Tucson, AZ 85747-9558 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Bobbie Howard < bchowardl23 
@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 24, 2013 9:06 AM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Bobbie Howard 
9783 E Hidden Green Dr 
Scottsdale, AZ 85262-3611 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

j From: 

I Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

I 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Peter Newton 
< petermichaelnewton@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 24, 2013 9:06 AM 
Stu mp-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St.  
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

I Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Peter Newton 
901 E Van Buren S t  Apt 2039 
Phoenix, AZ 85006-4031 
(602) 332-3517 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org > on behalf of Peter Zurcher 
< p.zurcher@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 9:06 AM 

Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Peter Zurcher 
4514 E Hopi S t  
Phoenix, AZ 85044-2454 
(480) 598-2867 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Louis Casillas 
<drcasillas@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 9:05 AM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St.  
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Louis Casillas 
884 N Cholla S t  
Chandler, A2 85224-4292 
(480) 699-9542 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org > on behalf of Barb Warren < bwarreOl 
@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 24, 2013 9:05 AM 

Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

I 

Jul 24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Barb Warren 
3653 N Prince Village PI 
Tucson, AZ 85719-2028 
(520) 325-3983 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org > on behalf of Beverly Janowitz-Price 
< bevjano@msn.com > 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 9:05 AM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Beverly Janowitz-Price 
3020 N 14th S t  
Phoenix, AZ 85014-5620 
(602) 265-0101 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org > on behalf of Alexander Williams 
< naupika@yahoo.com> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 8:35 AM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Since rely, 

Mr. Alexander Williams 
8852 W Bluefield Ave 
Peoria, AZ 85382-0828 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Margaret Lincoln 
< margaret-lincoln@ hotmail.com > 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 8:35 AM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

3 Jul 24, 20 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, A2 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Margaret Lincoln 
20 Doodlebug Knls 
Sedona, AZ 86336-6422 
(414) 967-8770 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Ann-Marie Benz 
<ambenz@prescottcreeks.org > 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 8:35 AM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

~ 

Ms. Ann-Marie Benz 
444 Campbell St  
Prescott, AZ 86301-2519 
(909) 795-4491 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Mercy Drake 
< mercy.drake@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 8:35 AM 
Stu mp-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Mrs. Mercy Drake 
4704 E Halifax S t  
Mesa, AZ 85205-4116 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Steven Canter, AIA, CEM, LEED 
AP <sbc.stuff@me.com> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 8:05 AM 
Stump-Web 
Arizona Solar Rights 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, A2 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

I write from the perspective as an architect and certified energy manager (CEM). With more than 300 days of sunshine 
each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of this solar energy is distributed 
generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their energy needs with clean, 
renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need for the utility company 
to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Steven Canter, AIA, CEM, LEED AP 
6223 N 12th S t  Unit 2 
Phoenix, A2 85014-1789 
(602) 717-1519 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org > on behalf of Francis Kazakwic 
< doombop@msn.com > 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 8:06 AM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, A2 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is  distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

I don't care if the power company isn't making as much profit for the pirates. Nationalize the whole damn country's 
electrical power system and provide uniform rates. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

i Sincerely, 

Mr. Francis Kazakwic 
3402 W Languid Ln 
Phoenix, AZ 85086-2276 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org > on behalf of Joseph Bail 
<josephbail@hotmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 8:06 AM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

I Sincerely, 

Mr. Joseph Bail 
446 W Bazille Way 
Green Valley, AZ 85614-5273 
(520) 225-0210 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Joan Patch 
<shibibibi@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 24, 2013 8:05 AM 

Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Joan Patch 
1001 N Anita Ave 
Tucson, A2 85705-7515 
(520) 869-5526 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Judith Manocchia 
<jmanocchia@yahoo.com > 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 8:05 AM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Judith Manocchia 
3583 E Mission Ln 
Cottonwood, AZ 86326-5375 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Jay Mcmichael 
<jaybmcmichael@yahoo.com> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 8:05 AM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Jay Mcmichael 
13837 N 99th Dr 
Sun City, A2 85351-2352 
(623) 815-3581 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Elaine Joyal 
<elaine.joyal@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 8:05 AM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

We happen to be an SRP customer. We went solar in March because we wanted to decrease our carbon footprint and in 
doing so make our environment a friendlier place to call home. We're poor so my only option was a 20-year solar lease. 
In the short term we're paying a little more for electricity; in the long run we'll save money on electricity as well as being 
good global citizens. Anything that changes this delicate balance, which makes it difficult if not impossible for everyday 
homeowners, has got to be closely investigated. 
The more households with their own solar PV systems, the better it is in the long term for all of us. Shame on APS for 
suggesting that the electricity produced by our solar power plant is less valuable than those monstrosities which burn 
dirty coal or create radioactive waste which have to be contained for too many half lives. Especially in Arizona, solar 
makes so much sense and needs to be encouraged a t  every turn. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 
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Ms. Elaine Joyal 
333 E Balboa Dr 
Tempe, AZ 85282-3750 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Elizabeth Hunter <mehunter7 
@aol.com> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 8:05 AM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Elizabeth Hunter 
1125 W Willetta St 
Phoenix, A2 85007-1900 
(602) 254-9196 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Melanie Colavito 
<melanie.meyers@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 8:05 AM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St.  
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Melanie Colavito 
2090 S Tombaugh Way 
Flagstaff, AZ 86001-7168 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Geoff Manoil 
<tom bsfool @ hot ma il.com > 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 8:05 AM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St.  
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Geoff Manoil 
29 E Papago Dr 
Tempe, AZ 85281-1120 
(480) 423-9157 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Timothy Krone <clear_prop33 
@ya hoo.com > 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 8:05 AM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

I 
Sincerely, 

Mr. Timothy Krone 
PO Box 30424 
Tucson, AZ 85751-0424 
(520) 780-7822 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Susan Sherard 
< ssherardaz@cox.net > 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 8:05 AM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Susan Sherard 
2274 E Iris C t  
Chandler, AZ 85286-2790 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Mary Wellington 
<mary@wellingtonfarm.com> 
Wednesday, July 24, 2013 8:OS AM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St.  
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. 

Net metering ensures that solar customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their 
systems. It would not be fair, and it doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy 
they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Mrs. Mary Wellington 
8682 N Morning View Dr 
Tucson, AZ 85704-4726 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

~ 

Phoenix, AZ 85022-5880 
(602) 705-9226 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Mark Grenard 
<grenardmarkhayduke@yahoo.com> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 8:05 AM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St.  
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

I 

1 Sincerely, 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sierra Club <information@sierraclub.org> on behalf of Ford Doran 
<forddoran@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 24,2013 8:05 AM 
Stump-Web 
Protect Solar Rights in Arizona 

Jul24,2013 

Commissioner Bob Stump 
1200 W. Washington St. 
Phoenix, A2 85007 

Dear Commissioner Stump, 

I am writing to urge you to protect solar rights in Arizona. 

With more than 300 days of sunshine each year, Arizona should be a leader in solar energy. An important component of 
this solar energy is distributed generation via residential roof-top systems. This assists consumers by powering their 
energy needs with clean, renewable energy, but any excess energy can also be sent back into the grid, reducing the need 
for the utility company to produce extra energy while benefiting other customers. 

Net metering is one of the most important issues with regards to distributed generation. Net metering ensures that solar 
customers get fair credit for any energy that is sent back into the grid from their systems. It would not be fair, and it 
doesn't make sense, not to pay these generators the fair market value for the energy they generate. 

A recent study found that because of net metering, APS customers alone will receive $34 million in grid benefits each 
year, starting in 2015. 
These benefits range from delaying the need for additional grid infrastructure and power plants, which saves a 
substantial amount of money, as well as reducing pollution and the associated impacts on public health and the 
environment. 

Solar is a win-win for Arizona, and net metering is an important part of that. Please stand up for Arizona's solar rights by 
protecting and promoting net metering and rejecting the two proposals being offered by APS. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Ford Doran 
2913 S Rita Ln 
Tempe, A2 85282-3814 
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